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I.

as the solution to the optimization problem

MACHINE LEARNING

Machine learning (ML) [1–5] is a subfield of artificial intelligence that studies algorithms whose performance improves with data (inductive “learning from experience”). [1] Its main concerns are the systematic identification and exploitation of regularity (non-randomness)
in data, e.g., for prediction or analysis. It has been
successfully applied in a wide variety of fields, including brain-computer interfaces, recommender systems,
robotics, and, chemistry [6, 7].
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where Ki,j = k(xi , xj ) is the kernel matrix of the training
data, and λ ∈ R is a regularization constant that controls
the trade-off between minimizing the squared error and
a penalty term for large regression coefficients. Setting
the derivative of Eq. (2) to zero yields the closed-form
solution
−1
α = K + λI
y.
(3)

Kernel ridge regression

Here, we use kernel ridge regression (KRR) [5] models
for regression. KRR is a nonlinear version of ordinary
regression with regularization to prevent overfitting.1 Let
x1 , . . . , xN ∈ Rd denote a set of N training samples, e.g.,
vectorial representations of molecules, and let y1 , . . . , yN
denote corresponding labels, e.g., energies, or, differences
in energies. Our KRR models take the form
f (x) =

N
X

αi k(x, xi ),

(1)

i=1

where k : Rd × Rd → R is a positive semi-definite function, called a kernel, that measures similarity between
samples. The αi ∈ R are regression coefficients, obtained
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Fitting data points too closely leads to unwanted behavior when
interpolating between them (“over-fitting”). This is often reflected in large regression coefficients of opposite sign that cancel
each other only on the training data. Regularization prevents
this by penalizing large coefficients. Note that this particularly
affects noisy data such as outcomes of experimental measurements as the model’s flexibility is misused to adapt to noise. For
noise-free data such as results of computational procedures this
is much less so, although other factors like wrong choice of model
class can cause noise-like effects.

Note that the resulting predictions are formally equivalent to those of Gaussian process regression. [8] KRR is
a non-parametric form of regression: Each training sample adds another regression coefficient (effectively, a basis
function).
In this work, we use the Laplacian kernel


||x − z||1
,
(4)
k(x, z) = exp −
σ
P
where ||x||1 = i |xi | denotes the 1-norm. σ ∈ R≥ 0 is a
free parameter related to the length scale of the problem.
The length scales in Eq. (4), together with the regularization constant λ, are free hyperparameters of the
method, not determined by Eq. (2) but rather dialed in
by the user. We optimize them using the Nelder-Mead
method [9, 10] in combination with cross-validated (see
below) mean absolute error as the target function. For
performance estimation, this is done in an inner loop of
cross-validation.

B.

Cross-validation

The simplest approach to model validation is to set
aside part of the data as a hold-out set, train the model on
the remaining data, then evaluate its performance on the
hold-out set. The disadvantage of this approach is that it
requires many data points. Cross-validation [11] is a statistical validation method for efficient utilization of limited available reference data. In k-fold cross-validation,
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FIG. 1. Schematic for 5-fold cross-validation. Solid boxes
represent training data, dashed boxes represent predicted test
data.

the data is split into k parts, each of which serves as test
(hold-out) set in turn, while the others jointly serve as
training set. This results in one prediction for each datum, made by a model that was not trained using this
datum (Fig. 1). The following pseudocode summarizes
the procedure:

We numerically represent molecules, given by atomic
numbers and coordinates {Zi , Ri }, using the Coulomb
matrix [13]
(
0.5Zi2.4
i=j
Mi,j =
.
(6)
Zi Zj
i 6= j
||Ri −Rj ||2
This symmetric matrix representation, based on internal
distances, is invariant with respect to all translational
and rotational degrees of freedom. Invariance with respect to indexing of atoms is enforced by sorting the atom
index according to 2-norm (Euclidean) of an atom’s row
and column (simultaneously swapping them). 2 Two
matrices are compared via their 1-norm (Manhattan),
||M − M0 ||1 =

(a) Train model on data from sets {1, . . . , k}\{i}
(b) Use model to predict set i
Cross-validation can be used to estimate the performance of a model on a given data set. Frequently
used measures
PN for this are the mean absolute error
(MAE) N1 i=1 |f (xi ) − yi |, the root mean squared er1/2
PN
ror (RMSE) N1 i=1 |f (xi ) − yi |2
, and the squared
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient R2 for
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,
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where f (x) and ȳ denote the respective means. Crossvalidated performance can be used to select hyperparameters. If both is done at the same time, nested
cross-validation must be used to avoid erroneously overoptimistic performance estimates. This is done by using
an outer loop of cross-validation for the performance estimation. For each predicted fold, the training set (consisting of all other folds) is subjected to a new (inner) loop
of cross-validation to select hyperparameters. A model is
then built on the (outer loop’s) training data using these
hyperparameters, and the (outer loop’s) test data fold is
predicted. See ref. [12] for further details and a related
application.
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|Mi,j − M0i,j |.

(7)
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For matrices of different size (i.e., molecules with different
numbers of atoms), the smaller matrix is extended with
zeros.

1. Randomly partition the data set into k subsets of
(almost) equal size.
2. For i = 1, . . . , k,

Representation

II.

ELIMINATING SYSTEMATIC ERRORS

Evaluating the performance of a model using mean absolute error MAE, |Ppred. − Pref. |, is often not conveneint
if the model introduces a systematic shift in the property w.r.t. the reference property values. For example
the method B3LYP has been shown to introduce errors
that grow with increasing system size [14]. In such cases,
one can eliminate the systematic error using the generalized MAE, |Ppred. − Pref. + η|. In the main paper, we
used this formula to calculate the MAE of different baseline/targetline combinations.
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Invariance with respect to translation, rotation, and atom indexing is important because otherwise the model would have to
explicitly learn these, leading to a combinatorial blow-up of required training set size.
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TABLE I. Shifts [kcal/mol] used in the calculation of MAE
for estimating the internal energy of atomization at T = 0
K (U0 ) (Fig. 1 in the paper) and enthalpy of atomization at
298.15 K (Table 1 in the paper) at G4MP2 level of theory
using various baseline theories.
base

target
U0 - G4MP2 H - G4MP2
Hf - PM7
22.0
0.1
Ee - PBE
177.8
155.5
Ee - B3LYP
95.3
73.0
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